
Unleash the Power with a Crary® Bear Cat® 6-Inch Towable Chipper 

Power and efficiency comes standard on all Crary Bear Cat Chippers. What makes it even better is the 

ability to apply that power wherever you need it with easily towable models. Get mobility and the 

convenience of a powerful, towable chipper.  All Crary Bear Cat towable Chippers come with a standard 

2” coupler, making them easy to hook up to your tow vehicle. All trailers are NATM certified and have 

torsion axles, making the ride easy and smooth. Crary Bear Cat towable Chippers are ready to go to work 

for any size project. The most popular middle-of-the-road size is a 6” chipper. These models are able to 

handle material up to 6” in diameter and are ready to get to work. Check out these two models we 

recommend.  

 

CH611DH - Diesel Power That Packs a Punch 

 

The Crary Bear Cat CH611DH towable Chipper is powered by a reliable Kubota diesel engine with 24.8 

gross horsepower. The 165 lb. cantilevered rotor is equipped with four reversible heat-treated blades 

and eats through branches quickly. The four-sided anvil is adjustable to ensure you get the best chip 

possible. 

The feed roller is hydraulically powered to provide the safest chipping environment possible. Set 

branches and limbs into the 36” x 35” hopper opening and let the machine pull them in and do the 

work. This Crary Bear Cat Chipper is equipped with an Auto-Feed feature that automatically retries large 

branches and feeds them at the proper speed into the machine. A feed sensor is factory installed and 

comes standard with this model. Additional safety features include a knee-bar on the hopper at 

operator height and a quick push reverse feed roller bar at the top of the hopper. 

Have peace of mind that the CH611DH 6-inch Chipper also comes equipped with a Digital Display 

Controller (DDC) to give live feedback on the machine and automatically alerts you when maintenance is 

due.  

This model will be popular for homeowners with acreage, municipalities, golf course maintenance and 

more.  

https://www.bearcatproducts.com/cbc/products/chippers/
https://www.bearcatproducts.com/cbc/products/chippers/
https://www.bearcatproducts.com/cbc/products/chippers/ch611dh/
https://youtu.be/D5yHpDc7BuE


 

CH6627H - Hydraulics and More  

 

This 6″ capacity commercial chipper is hydraulically fed and features a distinctive 6.5 x 13 inch wide feed 

opening to accommodate larger brush and tree trimmings. It is powered by an electric start, 627cc 

Briggs & Stratton Vanguard® engine for reliable starting, more horsepower, reduced fuel consumption 

and long life. 

The CH6627H also features a unique cantilever mounted rotor. This “propeller” style mounting design 

allows a user to chip wet or stringy wood types with less tendency of product twist or wrap. 

The chippers’ hydraulic feed system is electronically controlled. If the rotor speed drops below optimal 

operational RPM range, the controller pauses the feed roller to allow the rotor to regain speed, and 

then restarts feeding once optimal rotor RPM is achieved. This AutoFeed function allows for less fatigue 

on wear parts and maximizes efficiency. 

The CH6627H’s 165 lb. rotor comes equipped with four reversible, heat-treated steel chipper blades. 

The four-sided striking anvil is adjustable, allowing for the blades to maintain a sharper cutting edge 

longer and reduce repairs and blade replacement costs. 

The CH6627H is a great fit for tree and landscape service operators as well as the perfect mid-size 

chipper for municipalities and rental companies. 

Crary Bear Cat engineers and manufactures the strongest lineup of towable Chippers right here in the 

USA. With a wide range of models, there is sure to be one that fits your needs. On top of this is a best–

in–class warranty. Did you know that Crary Bear Cat offers financing too? Get your machine with a great 

rate and be ready for projects this season! While we only highlighted a few models here, check out the 

complete lineup of towable Chippers at bearcatproducts.com and find the machine perfect for you. 

https://www.bearcatproducts.com/cbc/products/chippers/ch6627h/
https://www.bearcatproducts.com/cbc/products/chippers/ch6627h/
https://youtu.be/aeCOKq3CZto
https://www.bearcatproducts.com/connect/financing/
https://www.bearcatproducts.com/cbc/products/chippers/

